Secure your migration to the cloud

Protect your IaaS, container and virtualized infrastructure security

Elastic Workload Protector is the only Cloud analytics solution with an integrated vulnerability scanner. Thanks to the continuous and automated monitoring of your infrastructure, you will be alerted of each new security breach and be able to focus your remediation effort with a clear and effective action plan.

Our solution protects your applications (workloads) and data which are constantly evolving with a DevOps approach. It checks cloud best security practices compliance. It scrubs servers out with its unique cloning feature, running diagnosis in the server clone and keeping the original production server untouched to minimize business disruption.

When to improve your cloud security:

- Moving into cloud, virtualized or hybrid infrastructure
- Deploying containerized apps
- Unsure about the risk levels of your cloud workloads
- Want to improve security of your DevOps process
Benefits

Comprehensive analysis of your risk exposure
Detailed reporting & KRI
Fast and easy deployment
Infrastructure as a Service security best practice checks
Risk and cost reduction
Public, private & hybrid cloud infrastructure support

Auto-discovery
- Network and servers are automatically discovered
- Security perimeter adapted to changes
- No lengthy configuration

Workload analysis
Security tests dedicated to IaaS, containers and Big Data
- DevOps adaptation
- CSA, CIS, ANSSI integration Cloud, Docker, Hadoop analysis

Integrated vulnerability scanner
- Continuous monitoring
- 50,000 vulnerabilities database
- Authenticated web scan

Clone & Scan In-depth server analysis
- Deep analysis without impact on production
- Dormant servers included
- Less false-positives

Multi-cloud Cloud, virtual and hybrid deployments
- Adapt to public, hybrid, private environments
- Supports various environments simultaneously

Comprehensive reporting with actionable insights
- Comprehensive dashboard and Key Risk Indicators for risk exposure
- IT executive view
- Detailed view and solutions

Improve your cloud and container security at outpost24.com/cloud-security